
Spotlight on Scandinavian prints
Wallpaperdirect have been busy this month, uploading lots of new wallpaper collections to the website. One reoccurring theme that has stood
out from the crowd is Scandinavian inspired prints. 

Whether you opt for colourful flora and fauna motifs, simplistic geometric patterns or perhaps a more unusual folksy print, the
Scandinavian style is sure to bring a smile to your face. These bright, fresh designs are perfect for family rooms or to add
personality and character to an otherwise minimalist space.

Take Boråstapeter, for example, who have three new collections on wallpaperdirect; Scandinavian Designers II influenced by
20thCentury Swedish designers, Falsterbo II which encompasses the Swedish summer and Wonderland by Hanna Werning
inspiring a narrative with woodland animal motifs and imaginative landscapes. Three great examples of the inspiration behind
Scandinavian design.

For a more whimsical approach, try My Secret Garden by Majvillan. Designed by Charlotta Sandberg, these wonderfully playful
patterns come in soft shades, inspired by Sweden’s nature. 

 

 
Also new to wallpaperdirect, Familj by Sandberg is a fun collection designed to appeal to the whole family. This contemporary



Also new to wallpaperdirect, Familj by Sandberg is a fun collection designed to appeal to the whole family. This contemporary
collection features geometric prints and pretty flora and fauna motifs in pastel shades, ideal for modern family living. 

Geometric prints are great way to create that clean, fresh feel that embodies the Scandinavian theme. Layla Faye, exclusive to
wallpaperdirect, features a collection of fun geometric patterns in bright colourways – perfect for creating this look.

To view more wallpapers from over one hundred brands, manufacturers and designs, visit wallpaperdirect.com. With over 12,000
designs, you are sure to find the perfect paper for your home.

For more information, samples or images please contact Kate Maddams on 07976950921,01323 411080 or
press@wallpaperdirect.com


